
CLEANSE THE SKIN WITHOUT STRIPPING
Does a good bath comfort you during these periods of 
confinement? OK! But beware of excessively hot and ul-
tra-hard water which softens and dries the skin. We stop 
at 37° for the water temperature - that is to say that we 
can immerse ourselves without any difficulty - and we as-
sociate a tablespoon of sodium bicarbonate to compen-
sate for the drying effect of hard water. Fan of shower? 
Wash only once a day. If you relax under the shower a 
second time, do not use soap.

ELIMINATE DEAD CELLS
After almost two months of confinement, it’s time to get 
a renewed skin. No scrub on hand? Make your own with 
three tablespoons of sugar and two tablespoons of co-
conut oil or another vegetable oil that you have in your 
cupboards. Add, if possible, two drops of lemon essential 
oil to tone the skin, anti-cellulite grapefruit, small grain 
that lifts the mood or soothing sweet orange. Massage 
the sole of the foot, not forgetting to pass between each 
phalanx (it’s super relaxing!), up to the hip and from the 
hands towards the shoulders always in small circular mo-
vements. Go on through the more delicate areas, such as 
the belly and chest, slightly reducing the pressure of the 
fingers. Finish with the back, maybe using a brush.

HYDRATE DEEPLY
To hydrate, nourish and refine the skin, mix a tablespoon 
of body milk with a teaspoon of body oil. It is also the 
ideal mix to be able to massage. Combine smoothing 
movements to lighten the legs and a more invigorating 
massage by lifting up the skin between the thumb and 
forefinger to remove cellulite. Big laziness? Do as for the 
gym and hydrate by zone: one day the lower and the next 
upper body alternately.

LIGHTEN THE LEGS
With reduced lockdown activity, our legs tend to 
be heavy and swollen due to the slowdown in blood 
and lymphatic circulations. Don’t panic, we have a 
few solutions. To do: raise the feet of your bed with 
large books to promote blood return during the night.  
To drink and eat: draining herbal teas of cherry tails or 
grape leaves while snacking red fruits 
rich in flavonoids which tone the 
vessels. To apply: his body milk 
with a few drops of essential 
oils pro-circulation, of cy-
press or Atlas cedar.

HOW TO PREPARE YOUR BODY FOR RELEASE FROM LOCKDOWN ? 
Response from Dr. Nathalie Broussard, Scientific Communication Director for Shiseido
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THE RIGHT QUESTION

@nathalie_broussard

YOUR FEET DESERVE ALL YOUR ATTENTION
After exfoliating them in the shower, we concoct them a small regenerating mask.  
We mix coconut oil and honey (one tablespoon and one teaspoon) and we coat the 
feet before wrapping them in cellophane, then putting them in socks for a quarter of an 
hour or a good night’s sleep.

Chaque semaine, les meilleures infos de nos experts pour vivre le confinement le mieux possible.

THE FEEL GOOD NEWSLETTER
OF THE MOMENT

Each week, the best information from our experts to live the best possible containment.
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THE MAKE UP UPDATE
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THE GOOD SMOKY OF “ZOOM” PARTIES
Just because you don’t toast for real doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t make an effort!
With Gregoris Pyrpylis, House Make-up Artist

@gregoris

STEP 3: MASCARA
Do not hesitate to multiply the layers, on the top and bottom lashes, 
emphasizing the roots to give the impression of super fuller lashes!

STEP 2: THE EYESHADOW
It is not essential but brings radiance to the eyes. We choose it metallic 
or satin, matching with pencil or in a complementary tone: a gold to go 
with a brown or green kohl, a silver to sublimate a black smoky.

STEP 1: THE PENCIL
This is the basis of any successful smoky. To black, we can prefer a fir 
green, a plum or a brown which allow milder smoky. Draw a thick line 
in the root of the lashes and degrade using a blending brush (small and 
curved) in slight up and down movements. For a more intense finish, 
draw a banana in the hollow of the eye, between the mobile eyelid and 
the fixed eyelid, and also blend. Want an even sexier look? Add pencil 
inside the eye, top and bottom.
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THE FEEL GOOD NEWSLETTER

WELLNESS TIP
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SIGH THE «AHHHHH» SOUND
It’s the sound that you naturally emit when you stretch, when you 
have a moment of pleasure or when you are amazed. According 
to Tantric traditions in India, it is linked to the heart chakra. So, 
to change our closed and somewhat depressed state of mind, 
we train. In the morning as you stretch, you smile to the fullest 
and sigh «Ahhhhhhhhh». At any time of the day when you feel 
your face tense, you start «Ahhhhhhh» again. Quite naturally, the 
face relaxes, the smile is printed on the face. In short, it immediately 
gets better!

TRY THE GRATITUDE RITUAL
Thanking life for what it gives us rather than grumbling for everything it deprives 
us of would be the shortest path to well-being. How? By keeping a gratitude 
diary, choose one pretty like Ilado’s (ilado-paris.com), place on your bedside 
table and fill up with three little pleasures from the past day each evening. At 
the beginning, we struggle a bit to find ideas (our walk for a few minutes under 
the sun? A good cake tasted at the snack?) And over time the habit settles. 
So you educate your brain to produce more happy reactions than sullen. And 
we feel a little better every day!

LEARN TO LOVE YOURSELF
Three kilos more, no make up for weeks, a serenity shaken by the cries of 
children and / or tons of late work: lockdown damages our image of ourselves. 

What if instead of judging ourselves, we try to love ourselves? Little exercise: 
you reconnect to yourself by applying your treatment (Shiseido!) With 

a brush. Take the time to draw curves, scrolls, go down the neck 
and on the shoulders, in short to consider yourself your own work 

of art. Then, use the excess cream to massage by lifting the 
features from the lower face to the forehead, from the inside 
to the outside. Don’t think technical, do what makes you feel 
good. Finally, finish with an acupressure point: pressing the 
area between the nose and the cupid’s arch restores energy, 
pressing under the lower lip at the birth of the chin soothes. 

Up to you.

REDISCOVER JOY
The days go by, all identical and not very fun. Find a smile and a dash of life with the advice of Caroline Nagel, 
Wellness specialist, founder of the group of female therapists Les Amazones Parisiennes

@les_amazones_parisiennes
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